
•  Get creams & medications to difficult places 

•  Ideal for SPF lotions, creams, oils & after sun 

•  Great for body butters, moisturisers & oils

•  Fantastic for self tan & tan accelerators

•  Hygienic, washable & replaceable pads

•  Flexes to match the contours of your back 

EASILY REACH
YOUR BACK TO
APPLY LOTIONS

with the BackBliss lotion and cream applicator

BackBliss is a trading name of Prism Innovations Limited

Have you blissed your back today?

As seen 

on BBC 2’s 

Dragons’ Den
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"As an eczema sufferer BackBliss is a fantastic solution to regularly apply prescription creams to your back." SB 14/4/13

The BackBliss Medical Cream Back Applicator helps you easily reach and apply your ointment,
prescription medication evenly over your back for healthy skin.  Great for anyone who needs to apply back
acne, psoriasis, eczema, dermatitis treatment, spot cure or body acne remedies daily. Uniquely designed
for total back coverage with non-absorbent washable replaceable pads.

Medical Ointment Applicator for back skin relief

If you suffer from a skin condition, you’ll know that applying ointment to your back can be difficult and time consuming. Take the
hassle out of it and apply lotions to your back with the BackBliss Medical Back Ointment Applicator. Suitable for use with bacne,
eczema and psoriasis treatments, this applicator makes it easy to reach even the most difficult of places.

The best way to avoid unsightly and uncomfortable cracked and flaky skin is with regular targeted treatment and BackBliss makes
this quick and easy. The long flexible handle allows you to spread your medication evenly over the skin on your body and back and
enables you to exert the right amount of pressure to ensure that the lotion is easily absorbed into the areas that need it the most. 

Lotion & cream applicator for psoriasis, eczema, dermatitis,
back & body acne sufferers. Target your prescribed cream

and emollient lotion to the right spot.

HomeHome MedicalMedical Sort by: Featured Items

Choose Options

BackBliss Back Lotion & Cream
Applicator DOUBLE Pack with
FREE Hook

£21.99 

Choose Options

BackBliss SINGLE Back Lotion
& Cream Applicator

£11.99 

Choose Options

BackBliss DUO Lotion & Cream
Applicator with Back Scratcher

£19.99 

Add To Basket

BackBliss Lotion Applicator
Replacement Pad Pack (4 Pads)
FREE SHIPPING

£5.99 
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The BackBliss Medical Cream Back Applicator helps you easily reach 
and apply your ointment, prescription medication evenly over your 
back for healthy skin. Great for anyone who needs to apply back 

acne, psoriasis, eczema, dermatitis treatment, spot cure or body acne 
remedies daily. Uniquely designed for total back coverage with  

non-absorbent washable replaceable pads.
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"Do Turn Your Back on this! BackBliss is great for applying self tan to my back and spreads the cream evenly!" JT 23/10/12

BackBliss Fake Tan Back Applicator helps you easily reach and apply your self tan cream, fake tan lotion,
exfoliator and body moisturiser evenly over your back for a healthy golden sunless tan.  Uniquely
designed for total back coverage with non-absorbent washable replaceable pads.

Self Tan Back Applicator for a gorgeous golden indoor tan

For a flawless self-tan, there are three steps: exfoliation, moisturiser and application of fake tanning lotion and the BackBliss Self
Tan Applicator can be used for all three. Struggling to reach the middle area of your back when applying self tan? Left with
embarrassing white patches and an uneven tan streaks on your back? A BackBliss applicator eliminates all the problems associated
with applying self-tanning creams and lotions, leaving you with a golden even glow without the hassle.

Revolutionise the way you apply your self tan lotions, creams, mousses and sprays to your back with a BackBliss Self Tan
Applicator. Your BackBliss applicator is ideal for fake tan and will help you along the way to a wonderful streak-free all-over tan,
even on those hard to reach places like the middle of your back. 

For a glowing tan all-year-round. Apply self tan creams and fake
tanning lotions evenly over your back with the BackBliss applicator.

Hygienic washable replaceable pads, minimal product wastage.
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BackBliss Back Lotion & Cream
Applicator DOUBLE Pack with
FREE Hook
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BackBliss SINGLE Back Lotion
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BackBliss DUO Lotion & Cream
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BackBliss Lotion Applicator
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FREE SHIPPING
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BackBliss Fake Tan Back Applicator helps you easily reach and apply 
your self tan cream, fake tan lotion, exfoliator and body moisturiser 

evenly over your back for a healthy golden sunless tan. Uniquely 
designed for total back coverage with non-absorbent washable 

replaceable pads.
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"Please don't be foolish like me. Get yourself checked. And USE sunscreen!!!!" Hugh Jackman, Actor 23/11/13

The BackBliss Back Applicator helps you easily reach and slap your male tanning, grooming and sun tan
cream as well as your Men’s body lotion and moisturizer evenly over your back for healthy back skin.
 Uniquely designed for total back coverage with non-absorbent washable replaceable pads.  As seen on
Dragons’ Den

Men’s Back Lotion Applicator for a healthy moisturised back

The BackBliss Back Applicator means you easily get to the most hard to reach places and apply your favourite grooming products.
Suitable for male tanning lotions, grooming products and body lotion - BackBliss helps you to achieve healthy, smooth skin
effortlessly. Uniquely designed, the BackBliss applicator helps you to cover all of your back with its velvety smooth replaceable
pads.  

Your missus, your mates, your mum - you don’t need to ask anyone else to help now! As seen on Dragons’ Den.   Easily apply any
male body grooming products to your back with the BackBliss back lotion applicator.

Effective, easy to use male grooming lotion & cream
applicator to target that difficult to reach middle part of your

back. Hygienic replaceable pads as seen on Dragons Den.
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BackBliss Back Lotion & Cream
Applicator DOUBLE Pack with
FREE Hook
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The BackBliss Back Applicator helps you easily reach your back to  
slap on your men’s tanning cream, body lotion and moisturisers. 
Uniquely designed for total back coverage with non-absorbent 

washable replaceable pads. As seen on Dragons’ Den.
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"This is the best product I’ve used to apply lotion to the parts of my body I can’t reach. I’m disabled & cannot bend well. " AL 26/6/12

The BackBliss Long Handled Back Applicator helps you easily reach and apply your ointment, prescription
medication evenly over your back for healthy skin.  Great for anyone with back pain, limited mobility,
arthritis, rheumatism or simply if you aren't as bendy as you used to be. Uniquely designed for total back
coverage with non-absorbent washable replaceable pads.

Reach your back easily to apply with the long handled back applicator from BackBliss

A BackBliss helps you easily reach and apply your ointment or prescription medication evenly over your back to promote healthy
skin. This product is ideal for anyone who suffers from back pain, limited mobility, arthritis, rheumatism or simply if you aren't as
flexible as you used to be. Uniquely designed for total back coverage with non-absorbent washable replaceable pads, the long
flexible handle allows you to reach to middle of your back to spread your medication evenly. The pressure is adjustable so you can
make sure that all of your lotion is fully absorbed. 

The sturdy BackBliss handle works with the pliable applicator pad back to mould to the exact contours of your back and it is this,

Lotion, cream & ointment applicator to easily reach all over
your back. For those with arthritis, rheumatism, MS or a

disability to help eliminate dry backs skin problems.
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The BackBliss Long Handled Back Applicator helps you easily reach 
and apply your ointment, prescription medication evenly over your 

back for healthy skin. Great for anyone with back pain, limited mobility, 
osteoarthritis, rheumatoid arthritis, scoliosis or simply if you

aren’t as bendy as you used to be. Uniquely designed for total back 
coverage with non-absorbent washable replaceable pads.
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"Have used BackBliss for years. It's invaluable for after bath body lotions for dry skin. A brilliant product, I love it!!  RB 20/10/13

The BackBliss Back Applicator helps you easily reach and apply your body lotion or cream, dry skin
moisturiser and body butter evenly over your back for healthy glowing skin.  Uniquely designed for total
back coverage with non-absorbent washable replaceable pads.

Lotion & Cream Back Applicator for healthy moisturised skin

The BackBliss Back Applicator makes it easy for you to reach round to the awkward middle part of your back and apply your body
lotion evenly for healthy and supple skin. Suitable for use with moisturiser, body butter, creams and lotions – if you can put it on your
skin, it can be applied with the BackBliss Back Applicator!  

The long flexible handle allows you to spread your body cream evenly over your back and the backs of your legs and rubs in your
lotion completely. The BackBliss handle works with the pliable lotion applicator pad back to mould to the exact contours of your
back. It is this and the convenience of the replaceable pads which BackBliss customers love. Want to see for yourself? Read the
reviews here.

Effective, easy to use body lotion, body butter and moisturiser
applicator to reach all over your back. Hygienic replaceable pads,

perfect for after the shower or bath.
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The BackBliss Back Applicator helps you easily reach and apply your 
body lotion or cream, dry skin moisturiser and body butter evenly over 
your back for healthy glowing skin. Uniquely designed for total back 

coverage with non-absorbent washable replaceable pads.
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"This is quite simply the best back scratcher in the world that I've come across. It scratches that itch every time. Brilliant."  PL 7/1/13

Your back doesn't only itch in one place, so why limit yourself to just one back scratcher?  (Keep one in the living room and one by the bed).
 I've been selling these unique patented back scratchers since 2003 and people love them. Unlike traditional back scratchers that have four to
five points of contact with your back (usually in a hand-shape), BackBliss will amaze you when all 113 of its specially designed scratching
pyramids start working their magic to deliver you the most wonderful scratch.        WARNING: This product will make you ooh and arh!!!!  

Quite simply the best back scratcher available in the UK today

The BackBliss Back Scratcher means you can reach and blitz that annoying back itch quickly and easily. Forget asking your other
half, your kids, your Mum to scratch your back, or even grabbing a fork, ruler or pen - now you can satisfy that itch yourself! The
BackBliss scratcher handle works with the pyramid pad to mould to the exact contours of your back and to seek out that itch and
scratch it! The specially designed scratching pyramids make BackBliss adored by its customers. See for yourself – read the Back
Scratcher reviews below. 

The Back Scratcher from BackBliss will transform the way you scratch your itchy back. It’s so satisfying to use that you’ll want to
bliss your back all the time!  

BackBliss Back Scratchers have a substantial handle and are curved to mould to the shapes of your back. They are easily held,

Award winning, patented back scratchers with sturdy flexible handle
and scratcher pad. 113 specially designed itch busting pyramids to

blitz that itch. This product will make you Ooh and Arh!!!
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Choose Options

BackBliss BACK SCRATCHER
Single Pack
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Double Pack
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Choose Options
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Our unique patented back scratchers have been sold since 2003.  
Unlike traditional back scratchers that have four to five points of contact 

with your back (usually the fingers of a hand-shape), BackBliss will 
amaze you when all 113 of its specially designed scratching pyramids 

start working their magic to deliver the most wonderful scratch. 
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"I was able to apply my sun tan lotion & after sun easily! Can't believe I hadn't looked for a product like this before." GC 3/7/13

The BackBliss Sun Tan Lotion Applicator helps you easily reach and apply your sun cream, suncreen,
tanning lotions and after sun evenly to your back for a healthy golden tan.  Uniquely designed for total
back coverage with non-absorbent washable replaceable pads.

Sun lotion applicator for your back – ideal for home or holiday

The BackBliss Sun Lotion Applicator helps you to easily apply your sun cream, sunscreen, tanning lotions and after sun evenly over
your back for a healthy golden tan.  Uniquely designed for total back coverage, the applicator comes with non-absorbent washable
pads which can be replaced after time.

BackBliss’s long flexible handle allows you to reach even the middle of your back easily to spread your sun protection
cream evenly. Forget having awkward white bits on your back, or going for the lobster look, this sun lotion applicator helps you to
apply the right amount of pressure to get your sun cream completely absorbed so that you’re protected from the sun’s harmful rays. 

The BackBliss handle works together with the pliable applicator pad head to mould to the exact contours of your back. It is this

Sun tan cream & lotion applicator to keep your back protected in
the sun. Flexible head molds to the contours of your back.

BackBliss has you covered!
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The BackBliss Sun Tan Lotion Applicator helps you easily reach and 
apply your sun cream, suncreen, tanning lotions and after sun evenly 

to your back for a healthy golden tan. Uniquely designed for total back 
coverage with non-absorbent washable replaceable pads. 

Great for after sun too!
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"BackBliss gets to the parts that my hands cannot reach. It is extremely helpful as I have to cream my back every day.  " LC 9/7/13

The BackBliss Back Applicator helps you easily reach and apply your black and ethnic skin bleaching
lotion, lightening cream or skin whitener evenly over your back for healthy nourished skin.  Uniquely
designed for total back coverage with non-absorbent washable replaceable pads.

Say goodbye to Ashy Skin on your back with the BackBliss Lotion & Cream Applicator

Help prevent the common problem of ashy skin on your back with the BackBliss Body Lotion Applicator. The BackBliss Back
Applicator helps you to easily reach around and apply your skin moisturizing product to your back for healthy and glowing skin all
over. 

Uniquely designed for all-over back coverage, the BackBliss Back Applicator comes with non-absorbent pads which can be washed
and replaced. Avoid unsightly and uncomfortable ashiness with regular targeted application of body butters and allow BackBliss to
give you a helping hand when it comes to applying creams to your back. 

Its long flexible handle allows you to spread your skin moisturizing lotion evenly over your back, rubbing it in so that it is completely

Black skin lotion, creme & cocoa butter applicator to keep
skin moisturized and prevent ashiness. Hygienic washable

replaceable pads with minimal product wastage.
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The BackBliss Back Applicator helps you easily reach and apply your  
black and ethnic skin bleaching lotion, lightening cream or skin whitener 
evenly over your back for healthy nourished skin. Uniquely designed for 
total back coverage with non-absorbent washable replaceable pads.

www.backbliss.com
Tel: 01753 861091

         www.facebook.com/backbliss    

          twitter.com/BackBliss

One great product, so many uses!
BackBliss’ patented flex design enables customers 
to actually ‘feel’ what they are doing to ‘rub-in’ their

chosen lotions and creams efficiently.



www.backbliss.com  |  Tel: 01753 861091
           www.facebook.com/backbliss            twitter.com/BackBliss

Made in UK

BackBliss is a trading name of Prism Innovations Limited

Award Winning, Simple, Effective and Easy to Use Back Products.

BackBliss is by far the best product  
I have bought for a long time.. 

My back does not itch anymore and  
the lotion applicator is easy to use.

Pam Floyd

I use my BackBliss every day - 
and no-one would guess that my 

smooth and perfect looking skin was 
ever dry or delicate - it looks great. 

BackBliss helps me to keep it that way.

Rowan Chubb

I have had my BackBliss for some 
years now, and do not know how I 

would live without it. I am 90 years old
and apply cream daily. It is so simple
to use a reaches those parts which 

are difficult to reach.

Pamela Le Bailly




